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Chapultepec UNO R509, Mexico City
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The façade is a trapezoid divided into two and the height of the mezzanines are
not constant, so at least 80% of the glass panels were of different sizes.

Glass façade takes center stage in new
mixed-use development in Mexico City
thanks to SentryGlas® from Trosifol
New mixed-use development dominates Mexico City’s skyline. Visibility
and safety for residents, visitors and workers top of the list thanks to
advanced interlayer technology.
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The 58-story mixed-use development comprises class A offices,
eight levels of private residences, the 153-suite RitzCarlton Mexico City Hotel and
a double-height Sky Lounge.
In addition to its 27,000 m²
(290,625 ft2) of leasable office
spectacular Motor Lobby, with
robotic underground parking
and valet service and a wide
variety of amenities across
two floors ― shared by owners
and hotel residents ― including restaurants, a gym, meeting rooms and cafeteria.
As befits most contemporary
architectural projects across
the globe, the development
exploits large arrays of glass,
not only to let in as much natural light as possible but also
to deliver unobstructed views
out. Due to best industry practice and functional requirements, this glass is heavily
dependent on lamination technology, especially SentryGlas®
ionoplast

interlayers

from

Trosifol.
“Glazing proved to be an

Chapultepec UNO R509, now one of the tallest buildings in Mexico.
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spaces, the building has a

ject,” explains Arturo Leon, Architect at Taller-G. “Interestingly, the first iteration of the design had an exposed
self-supporting structure on the outside, with minimal glazing, but the design soon evolved into what it is now ―
a crystalline building with the absolute minimum of external structural features. As a result, the glazing became
the single most important element of the façade.”

Chapultepec UNO R509 offers its visitors, inhabitants and office workers
panoramic views, not only of the surrounding woods but also the famous castle.
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Modern interlayers such as SentryGlas® give laminated-

of SentryGlas® ionoplast interlayers.”

glass assemblies an expanded scope of application, in
addition to delivering far greater design freedom for

Trosifol is the global leader in PVB and ionoplast interlayers for laminated
safety glass in the architectural segment. With the broadest product
portfolio Trosifol offers outstanding solutions:
 Structural: Trosifol® Extra Stiff PVB and SentryGlas® ionoplast interlayer
 Acoustic: Trosifol® SC Monolayer and Multilayer for sound insulation
 UV Control: from full UV protection to natural UV transmission
 UltraClear: lowest Yellowness Index in industry
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 Decorative & Design: black & white & colored interlayers

engineers and architects. Clean
lines, impressive clarity and structural performance no longer need to
be traded off with one another, the
end result being application such as
this one.
With such an interesting surround ―
both natural and manmade ― glazing
was the obvious choice in this case.
And with the continual development
coupled to greater appreciation
from users with regards to what it
can achieve, the trust and peace of
mind delivered by laminated assem-

As befits most contemporary architectural projects across the
globe, the development exploits large arrays of glass.
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of materials such as SentryGlas®,

blies are now higher than ever.

Have you done a great project with our Trosifol® or SentryGlas® products
and would you like to have it featured in our Laminated Glass News?
Please contact: trosifol@kuraray.com

For further products of the Kuraray Group, please visit www.kuraray.com.
You can find further information about our Trosifol® products at www.trosifol.com.
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